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Strategies for 
Inflationary Times



CONTINUING IMPACTS OF INFLATION 

on retail and consumer shopping behaviors, 

supply chain disruptions, and ever-increasing 

profit pressures are all making for an uncertain 

economic climate and highly complex planning 

season in the CPG industry. 

IN THIS LATEST REPORT, 

Market Performance Group provides 

its strategic perspectives and solutions 

to help companies navigate – and excel –

in today’s volatile, inflationary times.
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Where do we really stand in today's economy?

Today's economic landscape continues to be fraught 

with uncertainty and concern, as inflation hit record

levels1 in July and continues to be high. Yet, today’s 

economy is actually healthier than in the Great 

Recession of 2008-2009, with low unemployment

rates2 and stronger savings levels cushioning the 

initial impact of price hikes.

UNDERSTANDING THE KEY ECONOMIC TRENDS CREATING A CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENT 

FOR RETAILERS AND MANUFACTURERS TODAY

4

AND IMPORTANTLY, THEY ARE DEALING WITH THE NEW, POST-PANDEMIC CONSUMER. TODAY'S ECONOMIC 

PRESSURES ARE ALREADY ERODING CONSUMER CONFIDENCE AND CHANGING CONSUMER BEHAVIOR.

For CPG companies, inflation combined with 

higher commodities prices and continuing 

supply chain issues have led to intensified profit 

pressure not seen in decades.

Companies are grappling with deciding what 

percentage of costs to absorb without eroding 

margins, and how much to pass on to the 

consumer without damaging revenue and 

market share.
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Top Economic Trends impacting 
the US Market today
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DESPITE A STRONG LABOR 

MARKET, HEALTHY WAGES AND 

HIGH SAVINGS LEVELS, SEVERAL 

HEADWINDS ARE LEADING TO 

DECLINING CONSUMER 

SENTIMENT, CREATING A 

CHALLENGING ENVIRONMENT 

FOR RETAILERS AND 

MANUFACTURERS.

RISING INFLATION
The Consumer Price Index (CPI) rose 8.3% in August vs year ago, down from 

9.1% in June, a 40 year high. Groceries alone are up 11.4% higher than they 

were a year ago – the biggest year-over-year spike in 43 years.1

HIGH INTEREST RATES 
The Federal Reserve has raised interest rates four times in 2022, 

with the two consecutive hikes in June and July of 0.75pts to fight 

record-high inflation, its most aggressive hikes since 1994.3

HIGH GAS PRICES
Gas prices, while lower than the $5/gallon seen in the summer, are still 

high at just below $4/gallon in most states4 These high prices continue to 

put pressure on U.S. consumer household budgets.Shopping patterns, 

including shopping trip frequency, have changed as a result.

SUPPLY CHAIN DISRUPTIONS
Rising raw material and supply chain costs, coupled with a 

nationwide shortage of truck drivers and lack of available 

warehouse space, continues to impact retail operations

DECLINING CONSUMER CONFIDENCE
US Consumer Confidence Index is now at 103.2 in August following 

three consecutive monthly declines when it hit it’s lowest level since 

Feb 20215

Top economic headwinds
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Comparing today’s economic environment vs. The Great Recession
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2008

The Great Recession: 

Financial Crisis

2022

Today: Economic Downturn, 

But Healthier Foundation

U.S. Dollar $1 US = 0.47 Euro6 $1 US = 1.0 Euro6

Employment
Weak Labor Market

7.2% Unemployment2
Strong Labor Market

3.7% Unemployment2

Inflation
3.7%1

October 2008

8.3%1

After 40 Year High of 9.1% in June

Housing
Housing Crash

Home Prices Rose 38%; 

Housing Supply (27.1MM: 2000-2010)7

Slight Weakness in Home Price 

Measures
Home Prices Up 18.8%; Housing Supply 

(5.8MM: 2010-2020)7

Consumer 

Confidence

All Time Low Consumer 

Confidence Index 38 – Oct ‘085

Consumer Confidence Index 

103.2– August ‘225

Profit Pressure
Shortage of Money

Preceded by period of low inflation 

and macroeconomic stability

Shortage of Things
Rising costs driven by global pandemic, 

macroeconomic 

instability and global supply disruptions

While today's economy is slowing, foundational underpinnings such as employment and savings levels are at much 

healthier levels than in 2008. Still, consumer confidence today has dropped significantly, with 8 in 10 consumers 

believing a recession is here, and as a result, shopping behaviors are changing.
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What inflation-driven shifts in consumer purchase 
behaviors are impacting your retail strategies?

Similar inflationary trends and consumer behavior 

changes are occurring in Omnichannel and Brick & 

Mortar retailers.Within CPG, all demographic groups 

are being impacted by inflation.

UNDERSTANDING CONSUMER REACTION TO RISING PRICES

AND THE IMPACT AT RETAIL

7

CONSUMERS CONTINUE TO SHIFT TO PRIVATE LABEL IN ALL MAJOR CATEGORIES – EXCEPT BABY, PET AND HEALTH 

& WELLNESS, WHERE THEY ARE STAYING WITH TRUSTED BRANDS – MAKING EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS BETWEEN 

CHILDREN'S, PET AND SELF-CARE BRANDS MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER.

With high price increases and less frequent and lower 

depth of promotions, consumers are

spending more and getting less. Consumers are 

adapting their shopping behaviors, spending more 

across outlets but purchasing less items per trip. 

They are seeking deals, shifting where they 

shop, and switching brands and packs as 

they look for greater value and better price.
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Consumers are adapting shopping behaviors to manage household expenses8

8

51% 
Stock up on 

essentials when 

they’re on sale

24% 
Shop online to 

get better deals
42% 
Make fewer shopping 

trips/purchases 

28% 
Switch to a 

less expensive 

brand option 

50%
Decrease 

spending on 

non-essentials

19% 
Buy a larger size of 

their preferred brand

KEY BEHAVIOR CHANGES ACROSS THE SHOPPER’S PATH TO PURCHASE: 

Trips

Deal Purchasing sale

50%
Search for 

coupons, 

promos, or sales

Channel/Store 

Shifting

38% 
Shop around to 

find the best deals

Basket Size 
Reduction

36% 
Purchase fewer 

items than they 

normally would 

Pack Size Shifts

9% 
Buy a smaller size of 

their preferred brand

Brand Switching

21% 
Buy whatever 

brand is on 

promotion
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WITH RECORD HIGH INFLATION, MORE PEOPLE ARE LOOKING FOR VALUE AND PRICE IS AT 

THE TOP OF THE LIST OF CONSUMERS’ MOTIVATIONS FOR SWITCHING

Roughly half of consumers reported switching to different brands 
and/or to private label to help offset rising costs9

9
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Is your organization ready to win in today's 
changing economic landscape?

While inflation eased slightly from it’s peak in June,

economists don’t expect to see inflation back at the 

2% target in the foreseeable future.11

STRATEGIES AND ACTIONS TO CONSIDER NOW TO INSULATE 

YOUR BRAND FROM INFLATIONARY IMPACTS AND DELIVER VALUE

10

FOCUS ON LONGER-TERM DECISION MAKING, STRATEGIES TO ACHIEVE CONSISTENCY OF SUPPLY

AND PURPOSE-DRIVEN MARKETING.

CPG companies can turn today’s challenges into

opportunity by tackling market shifts with

actionable strategies that protect and grow their 

brands.

While economic uncertainty presents many 

challenges, companies should double down 

on their brands, pursuing strategic 

opportunities now that can create value in the 

long run.
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Key Strategies For Inflationary Times

Longer-Term Decision Making

Consistency of Supply Chain

Purpose-Driven Marketing

Inflationary strategies 
built through experience 

and expertise
MPG’s Strategy & Business Consulting and Sales 

Strategy & Services Leaders – recognized manufacturer 

and retail experts with proven success at leading and 

executing high-impact strategies across Omnichannel, 

Mass, Drug, Grocery, Club and Value channels – have 

analyzed the current inflationary environment and 

identified  primary strategies, sample projects and key 

actions CPG companies can take to get on the best path 

to competitive advantage and business growth.

Rachel Tetreault
EVP eCommerce; 
Former CPG VP 

Digital Commerce

Chris Skyers
EVP Grocery;

Former Wakefern 
Executive

Caroline Helling
VP Target; 

Former Target 
Executive

Stuart Magloff
EVP, Supply Chain; 
Former CPG Supply 

Chain Executive

Girard Smith
GM, Strategy & 

Business Consulting; 
Former CPG GM

Susan Small-Weil
EVP Strategy & 

Business Consulting; 
Consumer Psychologist

Jason Reiser
President Sales 

Services; Former
Dollar General &

Family Dollar Executive

Todd Matherly
EVP Walmart;

Former Walmart &
Sam’s Club Executive

1

2

3
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SAMPLE PROJECTS

Upskill employees with 
Revenue Growth 
Management Training to 
foster GM mindset enterprise-
wide

Enhance Commercial 
Terms, Policies & 
Investment programs to 
maximize long-term sales, 
growth and ROI

Optimize Price Pack 
Architecture to maximize 
category penetration and 
profitability

Longer-Term Decision Making

With sustained inflation and high energy, raw 

material and freight costs, manufacturers and 

retailers are facing intense profit pressure today. 

Cost of goods increases can no longer 

simply be absorbed.

12

1

Many companies are seeing profits erode as 

they continue with reactive strategies triggered 

by constant pandemic disruption. It is crucial to 

take the long view -- and a careful, strategic 

approach to revenue growth

management to protect the top and bottom line.

Invest in talent for greater organizational revenue 

growth focus.

Strengthen commercial programs while 

optimizing marketing spend. 

And develop price pack strategies that not only 

address short-term cost pressures but also 

present longer-term margin opportunities.
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SAMPLE PROJECTS

Improve forecasting 
accuracy and agility with 
Demand Planning to 
maximize sales

Adapt to market volatility 
with modernized Supply 
Chain Management 
capabilities

Future-proof route-to-market 
with Omnichannel / 
eCommerce Strategy

Consistency of Supply Chain

Without consistent supply, nothing else 

matters. Consistent supply secures promotions, 

distribution and sales. We must start thinking 

of Supply Chain in a strategic, innovative 

way to meet consumers’ ever-rising 

expectations in terms of omnichannel 

fulfillment and customer experience.

13

Manufacturers must be agile enough to deliver 

on the continually emerging needs of different 

consumer groups – with technology capable of 

fast changeovers accommodating a range of 

product specs and different pack offerings.

Ensure that your organization has real-time data 

for improved demand forecasting, with end-to-

end transparency and risk monitoring to avoid 

shortages and overstocks and ensure business 

continuity.
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SAMPLE PROJECTS

Revitalize Brand 
Positioning to drive 
consumer relevance and 
engagement

Elevate GTM Strategy to 
strengthen connections 
between brands and 
consumers

Accelerate Omnichannel / 
eCommerce Strategy to 
amplify brand purpose

Purpose Driven Marketing to Differentiate

During an economic downturn, brands that 

differentiate and maintain a strong, 

emotional connection with consumers 

have the best chance of growing profitability. 

In fact, purpose-driven marketing 

can be a critical strategy in fending off 

Private Label switching.

14

Now is the time to double down on brand purpose 

messaging, ensuring relevant brand positioning 

that drives and loyalty.

Avoid the temptation to pull back and continue to 

support your brands with an omnichannel 

approach.

Adjust messaging and promotional strategies to 

focus on value, loyalty and performance-based 

deals to maintain market share.



Contact us today to get started!

Rhonda Johnson

EVP Business Development

Rhonda.Johnson@mpgllc.com

908.625.4542

Market Performance Group (MPG) and its experienced industry experts can provide the perspectives 

and solutions needed to navigate -- and excel -- in today’s volatile, inflationary times.

MPG is a leading end-to-end omnichannel strategy and services company and valued partner to many 

of today’s fastest-growing manufacturers and retailers. Led by manufacturer, retailer and consumer 

experts with significant experience delivering both top-line revenue and bottom-line profit, the MPG 

team is driven to create competitive advantage and drive business growth through strategically 

advantaged consumer, category and marketplace/retailer insights.

Let us help you to create the best PATH FORWARD, from market strategy to in-market reality.

www.marketperformancegroup.com

https://www.marketperformancegroup.com/
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1 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics – Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U) (not seasonally adjusted)

2 U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics

3 Federal Reserve

4 U.S. Energy Information Administration – Monthly U.S. Regular All Formulations Retail Gasoline Prices (Dollars per Gallon) – prices include all taxes 

5 The Conference Board: U.S. Consumer Confidence Survey

6 FiscalData.Treasury.gov

7 “3 Key Differences Between the Volatility of 2022 and the Great Recession of 2008” Fortune, March 2022

8 Numerator, Monthly Consumer Sentiment Study, July 2022

9 NielsenIQ, The 2022 State of Consumers

10 InMarket Inflation Insights, July 2022, n=476

11 “The Budget and Economic Outlook: 2022 to 2032”, Congressional Budgetary Office, May 2022


